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A St. Petersburg priest has been detained after he announced he would hold a memorial
service for the late Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny, his wife said on Facebook on Saturday.

Grigory Mikhnov-Vaitenko was detained near his home as he was going to the Solovetsky
Stone dedicated to Soviet victims of political repression.

Later Saturday, Mikhnov-Vaitenko was hospitalized with a stroke, St. Petersburg opposition
deputy Boris Vishnevsky said on the Telegram messaging app. 

"At police station No. 43, his lawyer called an ambulance. Grigory was taken to the hospital
and the decision was made to hospitalize him," Vishnevsky said, adding that he had just
spoken to Mikhnov-Vaitenko.

Pskov opposition deputy Lev Shlosberg said Sunday that Mikhnov-Vaitenko was in the
hospital's intensive care unit with signs of a stroke.

https://www.facebook.com/100007099178091/posts/pfbid02CqoSEg1oMkhAD3xh6kcRGtyUjXoeCU526n74nLVpEgZeWvWpFGzZ7Y9qeXoyxLuQl/
https://t.me/visboris/11619
https://www.instagram.com/p/C3e0aNrNSwS/


Supporters of Navalny, who was announced dead by Russian authorities on Friday, have been
laying flowers and photos of the politician at monuments across Russia.

The memorial service in St. Petersburg was conducted by another priest, local media outlet
Bumaga reported.

The Russian Orthodox Church said in a statement that “Grigory Mikhnov-Voitenko is not a
priest of the Russian Orthodox Church” and urged “to ignore any of his statements and calls
in the public space.”

Russian police have detained more than 170 people at spontaneous memorials for Navalny
across the country, the police-monitoring group OVD-Info said Saturday.

Russian authorities on Friday warned against attending demonstrations.

Navalny, 47, was serving a 19-year prison sentence in the Arctic when authorities announced
his death.

He was imprisoned in January 2021, when he returned to Russia from Germany after
recovering from a near-fatal poisoning with what Western scientists said was the banned
military-grade nerve agent Novichok.

Russia outlawed Navalny’s nationwide political and activist organizations later that year,
declaring them “extremist,” which means that protesting for Navalny puts his supporters at
risk.
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